Interspecific and intragenic differences in codon usage bias among vertebrate myosin heavy-chain genes.
Synonymous codon usage bias is a broadly observed phenomenon in bacteria, plants, and invertebrates and may result from selection. However, the role of selective pressures in shaping codon bias is still controversial in vertebrates, particularly for mammals. The myosin heavy-chain (MyHC) gene family comprises multiple isoforms of the major force-producing contractile protein in cardiac and skeletal muscles. Slow and fast genes are tandemly arrayed on separate chromosomes, and have distinct patterns of functionality and expression in muscle. We analyze both full-length MyHC genes (~5400 bp) and a larger collection of partial sequences at the 3' end (~500 bp). The MyHC isoforms are an interesting system in which to study codon usage bias because of their length, expression, and critical importance to organismal mobility. Codon bias and GC content differs among MyHC genes with regards to functional type, isoform, and position within the gene. Codon bias even varies by isoform within a species. We find evidence in favor of both chromosomal influences on nucleotide composition and selection against nonsense errors (SANE) acting on codon usage in MyHC genes. Intragenic variation in codon bias and elongation rate is significant, with a strong trend for increasing codon bias and elongation rate towards the 3' end of the gene, although the trend is dependent upon the degeneracy class of the codons. Therefore, patterns of codon usage in MyHC genes are consistent with models supporting SANE as a major force shaping codon usage.